
HOUSE.... No. 4.

REPORT
OF THE

COMMISSIONER ON STATE PRINTING.

To His Excellency Alexander H. Bullock, Governor, Sf-c.
The undersigned, who was appointed by your Excellency,

under chapter 74 of the Resolves of 1866, “ a commissioner
to consider the whole subject of printing for the different
departments of the Commonwealth, and ascertain what
printing of reports may be dispensed with and how far the
printing of others may be abridged in number, and make a
report to his excellency the governor,” respectfully submits
the following
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The cost of the State printing has considerably more than
doubled during the last five years, the aggregate expenditures
for this work, “ ordinary ” and “ extraordinary,” being, in 1860,
about 860,000, and in 1865, about 8143,000.

The following table exhibits the cost of the ordinary printing
for the several departments, from 1860 to 1865, inclusive,
with the exception of sundry small sums included in the Audi-
tor’s Reports under the heads of “ stationery and printing,”
“ postage, printing, &0.,” and which could not be ascertained
except by examination, in detail, of a large number of accounts ;
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I- i1800. 1808. 1803. 1803. 1804. 18G.>.

- I I I ! I ! •

Senate, documents and binding : $1,943 28 $1,155 08 $4,530 12 $11,593 32 $12,112 32' $13,40127
Senate blanks, i 385 59 516 82 526 35 517 41 CO7 Go 697 71
House, documents and binding, 5,774 39 4,974 13 5,139 78 8,239 88 20,181 17 28,478 80
House blanks, 506 88 687 57 533 60 580 11 090 31 805 55
Senate and House, (extra sessions,) .... 2,428 79 447 03 - 459 05 -

Printing ordered by sergeant-at-arms, . . . 269 83 237 02 257 38 279 23 331 94 301 01
Public documents, 9,958 55 10,383 32 14,500 27 32,040 18 33,681 09 32,758 85
General Laws, 7,127 00 7,811 22 0,517 00 6,862 00 12,164 91 10,770 41
Blue Book, 1,481 34 1,321 12 1,892 00 2,099 07 2,702 12 3,009 30
Special Laws 4,308 80 4,590 15
Railroad Returns, 125 00 150 00 1,483 82 1,333 82
Assessors’Returns, 185 44 1,015 01 2,317 46 1,437 02 1,522 41 1,784 74
Assessors’blanks, _ 1,240 25 - Valuation wanks 3,203 56
Registration blanks, 300 00 825 00 844 73 302 50 293 50 287 80
Board of Agriculture Report, 0,140 42 0,438 14 6,981 55 10,585 88 11,410 60 12,325 40
Board of Education Report, 4,350 33 3,399 63 4,790 62 0,539 80 7,151 06 8,092 11
Board of Education, Agents’ Reports, ...

-
- - j - 41 50 15 10

Proclamations, - - 231 80 | 282 20 298 01 349 66
Secretary’s blanks, circulars, &c., .... 2,134 60 1,323 26 061 00 ! 1,070 35 1,430 77 1,121 64
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Treasurer’s blanks, circulars, &c., . . . . I *l4B 16 $llO 77 $273 38 $449 62! $1,004 86 $173 34
Auditor’s blanks, circulars, &c. 77 45 07 92 97 19 62 12 j 72 54 104 50
Adjutant-General’s blanks, circulars, &c., . . . 217 01 - - 282 37 772 53 1,307 50
Surgeon-General’s blanks, circulars, &c., ...

-
- 119 29 141 28 73 47 215 81

Paymaster-General’s blanks, circulars, &0., . .
- - - - 130 90

Allotment Commissioners’ blanks, circulars, &c.,. . - - - - 97 89 97 28
“Military Account,” blanks, circulars, &c.,. . .

-
- -

- 1,351 39 1,534 55*
Board of Agriculture, blanks, circulars, &e., . . 11 87 60 46 47 55 52 47 77 41 37 00
Board of Education, blanks, circulars, &0.,. . . 1,074 01 540 32 092 87 700 22 858 32 825 07
Board of State Charities, blanks, circulars, &c., . . 75 00f 75 00f 75 25f 82 75f 913 93 454 40
Tax Commissioners’ blanks, circulars, &0., . .

-
- -

- - 1,535 51
Insurance Commissioners’blanks, circulars, &c., . . 541 12 286 25 461 85 373 51 299 05 173 28
Bank Commissioners’ blanks, circulars, &0., . .

- 17 31 11 25 56 07 - 14 50
Suppression of counterfeiting, ..... - 203 20 213 25 231 22 228 15 -

$49,033 52 $50,905 48 $53,243 42 $80,780 71 $113,701 66 $122,373 19

'* Including advertising. t Alien Commissioners.
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The expenditures for “ extraordinary ” printing during the
same period were as follows :

1800. 1801. 18C3. 1883. | 1884. 18CS.

Valuation Commit-
tee Printing, .

. §1,652 91 - - -I §538 15
New Plymouth Re-

cords, .... 3,411 85 - j j
Harris’s Insects, (en-

gravings,)
.

.
. 733 45 §3,235 43 -

-

,

-

Hitchcock’s Iclmol-
ogy, - - j - -I - §5,077 IT

General Statutes, . 4.918 29 j
Census Abstract, . - - I 2,331 54
Census and Indus-

trial blanks, . . -
-

-
- 1,590 00

State Aid blanks, .
- 1 $283 76 $l3O 47 248 88 '244-51

State Scrip,(engrav-
ing, &c.,) ...

- 1 2,336 27 1,252 13 855 00 2,558 05 9,082 00

$10,710 50 |§5,571 70 51,535 89 $985 47 ‘55,076 02 $15,993 68

In addition to the above, there were paid from the “ military ”

and “ emergency ” funds, during the same period, for printing
blank muster-rolls, enlistment papers and other blanks and
documents connected with the recruiting service, the following
sums:—

1861, ....§6,303 00 1861, .... §5,377 27
1862, .... 4,417 18 1865, .... 4,656 10

1863, .... 5,528 85

Including these sums, the aggregate expenditures for the
State printing during the years named, were—-

-1800, ....§00,350 02 [ 1863, .... §93,301 03

1861, ....02,780 IS 1804, ....124,755 55

1862, ....59,190 49 j 1865, ....143,022 97

The cost of the printing for 1866 cannot yet be fully ascer-
tained, but much of the extraordinary printing for the military
department having ceased, the aggregate expenditures will
probably be considerably less than in 1865.
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This great increase in the cost of the public printing is to be
attributed, directly and indirectly, almost 'wholly to the war;
directly, by reason of the great number of documents and blanks
required by the exigencies of the times and the voluminous
reports of the adjutant-general, of which large numbers have
been printed ;* and indirectly, by reason of the enhanced cost of
paper and of other material and labor not limited in the con-
tract for the printing. The termination of the war will mate-
rially diminish the amount and cost of the printing; and when
the Supplementary Report of the Adjutant-General, which was
ordered to be prepared by the last legislature, shall have been
printed, the extraordinary expenses of printing for the military
department will cease. The existing contract for the printing
was made in 1862, previous to the great rise in wages, and the
State has therefore been exempt from the increased expense
arising from this cause. This contract, however, expires in
1867, and it may bo expected that the State will be obliged,
under a new one, to pay higher rates for “ composition,”
“ press-work,” &c., than heretofore, while the cost of paper
also continues high.

The number of copies of the several public documents is pre-
scribed by law, and is based chiefly upon experience in the
demand for them respectively, two thousand being the regular
number of most of them. There are printed ten thousand
copies of the Report of the Secretary of the Board of Agri-
culture, eight thousand of the Report of the Secretary of
the Board of Education, five thousand of the Adjutant-Gen-
eral’s Report, three thousand of the Report of the Insurance
Commissioners, and fifteen hundred each of the Auditor’s
Report, the Reports of the Guardians of the several Indian
tribes, and the Abstract of the Returns of Jails, &c. The
number of copies of the Report of the Board of State Char-
ities is at the discretion of the board or the secretary.
Twenty-five hundred copies of the first report were printed,
thirty-one hundred of the second, and four thousand of the
third, which is now in press, are ordered. The number

* The cost of the Adjutant-General’sReport for four years was as follows ; —•

Report for 1862, (printed in 1863,) $4,773 61
Report for 1863, (printed in 1864,) 13,784 74
Report for 1864, (printed in I860,) 32,407 09
Report for 1865, (printed in 1866,) 25,829 30
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of copies of Acts and Resolves, (Blue Book,) which had pre-
viously been two thousand, was, by chapter 65 of the Acts of
1866, increased to three thousand; and by the same Act, the
pamphlet edition of the General Laws, which had previously
been reduced from one hundred and fifty thousand copies to
seventy-five thousand, was still further reduced to thirty-five
thousand.

Special inquiry has been made in the several departments
with a view to ascertain whether the number of any of the
public documents can advantageously be reduced. As before
stated, the number of most of them is based on experience in
the demand for them or usage in their distribution, and, unless
some change is made in respect to distribution, it is hardly
possible to reduce the number. Fifteen hundred copies is
considered the lowest number which can reasonably be printed
to meet the distribution required by law and leave a sufficient
number for a limited demand which it is proper to meet. When
the document is of any interest, two thousand copies do not
appear to be too many to meet legitimate demands. There
are many calls for such documents, not only from parties
within the State who are interested in the subject-matter of
the several reports, or who for some reason desire to obtain
them, but from public officers and others beyond the State,
whose requests for such documents could not be refused with-
out discourtesy. Those documents of which but fifteen hun-
dred copies are printed are such as are of the least general
interest, except the Auditor’s Report, though most, or all of
them, it is expedient to print in some form. Of the Auditor’s
Report the number has been insufficient to meet the demand
for several years, and in view of its importance the number
might properly be increased to two thousand.

There are a few of the public documents which might be
dispensed with or essentially curtailed, and the number of copies
reduced without detriment to any public interest.

The Report of the State Librarian is required by law to con-
tain “ a list of books, maps and charts lost, missing or acquired
since the last report.” This list appears to be of little general
interest or importance, and the document is seldom called for,
though two thousand are printed. The list is kept in different
forms in the library, and the very few who are interested in the
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subject can readily obtain there all the information desired.
With the omission of this list the report would, generally be
very brief, and like the reports of expenses of other departments
might be transmitted to the legislature and be planted as a
legislative document.

The “ Criminal Statistics,” required by chapter 14, section
14, of the General Statutes, to be prepared by the Secretary of
the Commonwealth and appended to the Report of the Attorney-
General, are of little use to the legislature, the public generally,
or the legal profession, and appear to receive little attention
even from those most earnestly interested in social and moral
reforms. If any abstract of the returns of courts and magis-
trates is to be made, it might be greatly condensed and contain
all that is of value. Such a course would not only materially
reduce the cost of printing it—and being “ tabular” work it is
more expensive than ordinary printing—but might also save
some clerical work in the secretary’s office. As at present
prepared it seems to be an unnecessary expenditure.

The Reports of the guardians of the several Indian tribes
are of very limited interest, and the number might be still fur-
ther reduced without prejudice, although the cost is not large.
They might also be printed in one document at less expense,
and be more convenient for those having charge of the distri-
bution. Or, as they are chiefly for the information of the
legislature, they might be transmitted to it in manuscript and
be printed as legislative documents.

The Report of the Liquor Commissioner is not usually much
sought for, and contains very littlejnformation valuable either
to the legislature or the public. It has been used to some
extent in past years as a means of advertising the agency
within and beyond the State. Dispensing with that use of the
document, fifteen hundred copies would supply the ordinary
demand, unless the report shall hereafter be more interesting
and valuable.

The Report of the Insurance Commissioners has been much
sought for by insurance agents, who have used it sometimes to
advertise their respective companies. To what extent this
demand has reached it is impossible to say, though they have
been supplied both from the office of the commissioners and the
secretary’s office. A limitation of the number of copies given
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to such agents might properly be made, and the agents, or the
companies which they represent, be allowed the privilege of
printing at their own expense such statements contained in the
report as may be valuable to them, instead of distributing them
at the expense of the State, ftps suggested that the number
of copies be reduced to two thousand.

The Reports of the trustees and superintendents of the sev-
eral charitable institutions, are printed the same as before the
establishment of the Board of State Charities. The Report of
this Board contains much of the substance of these several
reports, and in some respects more carefully prepared. While
it may not be expedient to dispense with the separate reports of
the trustees and superintendents, which contain details not
presented in the Report of the Board, it is desirable that some
system be adopted by which the same matter shall not be dupli-
cated in print. It would seem that this might be effected
without much difficulty, and the smaller reports printed with
the larger one, a limited number of the report of each institution
being printed separately for the use of its officers.

In this connection it may be suggested that it is advisable to
establish by law the number of copies of the Report of the Board
of State Charities, as is the case with other public documents,
and to provide for their distribution. It is believed that a dis-
criminating distribution will render it unnecessary to print so
large a number of this report as has been ordered for the past
year.

Of the Adjutant-General’s Report, there have been printed
for several years, by order of the legislature, a large number of
copies in addition to the five thousand provided by law. The
deep and general interest felt in the record of our soldiers
rendered this desirable. With the report for 1866, this record
closes, the last Massachusetts regiment having been mustered
out of service during the year. Subsequent reports will relate
almost wholly to the militia, and the large number of copies
now required by law will be unnecessary. The number should
be reduced to twenty-five hundred, and by a careful distribution
perhaps two thousand may be found sufficient. Such a reduc-
tion in the number of copies with the great reduction in the
bulk of the document will make a large difference in the cost.
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The Reports of the Secretary of the Board of Education and
the Secretary of the Board of Agriculture, are printed for gen-
eral information, and a large number of copies are accordingly
required. The former, relating to a subject of universal interest,
is called for not only among the people of this Commonwealth,
but by many in other States, and even in foreign countries,
whei'e our system of popular education has become favorably
known. The number (8,000) is not, apparently, any too large
to supply those directly interested in education within the State
and to meet legitimate and proper calls from abroad.

The Report of the Secretary of the Board of Agriculture is
considered highly valuable to a most important interest. The
secretary thinks that the present number (10,000) is not too
large, if the report is to bo printed at all. While the people of
the Commonwealth would probably not desire to have the report
discontinued, a careful distribution might, perhaps, accomplish
as much good with a somewhat smaller number than is now
printed. It must be conceded, however, that the distribution
of this document is made witli more care than that of most
others.

The distribution of the more important public documents is
a matter worthy the consideration of the legislature. A careful
regulation of this would probably secure equal advantages with
a smaller number than is now disposed of. These documents
are supposed to be printed for some other purpose than to collect
dust, feed paper-mills, or even to ornament the book-shelves of
uninterested possessors. But there are, unquestionably, con-
siderable numbers annually consigned to garrets and lumber-
closets, eventually to find their way back to the paper-mill,
while not a few are simply added to unread libraries. Members
of the legislature do not always distribute the copies assigned
to them, and sometimes an anxious inquiry for a valuable
document, the supply of which has been exhausted at the State
House, has exhumed bundles of them laid away and forgotten
in the garrets of past members. And when they are distributed
by so large a number of persons as compose the legislature, it
may reasonably bo expected that care is not always used to give
them where they will be appreciated or useful. This will be
conceded by many gentlemen who, as legislators, have had
documents to dispose of. It is a fact, too, that when the same
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documents are distributed by many persons, or in more than
one department, there are individuals who make it a point to
obtain a number of copies, and sometimes for no other purpose
than to sell them if they are in demand. The second-hand
book-stores in Boston have generally been able to supply any
valuable document printed by the State.

As a partial remedy it is suggested, that all important docu-
ments of the departments in the State Ilouse, should be distri-
buted by the departments from which they respectively emanate,
with the exception of those copies which are required to be sent
regularly to towns and cities, public officers, libraries, other
States, etc., and which may more conveniently and properly be
sent from the secretary’s office. It may reasonably be presumed
that each department, holding communication more or less
direct with those most interested in its documents, would dis-
tribute them with more discrimination than could be done else-
where, and with the same supply a larger number would go to
those persons to whom they would be of some value. A record
should also be kept of each copy delivered, to be signed, when
possible, by the party receiving it. This system has been prac-
tised to some extent in one or more of the departments, and
has been found useful, both for the purpose of equalizing the
distribution and checking the call for duplicates. It might
well be adopted as a rule in the delivery of all the large and
more important documents.

It is also believed that a more economical and more useful
mode of distribution through members of the legislature might
be adopted, than giving to each member a fixed number with-
out regard to locality or the interests represented. The maxi-
mum might be limited, and copies furnished for such persons,
within the maximum number, as may be named by the member.
A system similar to that adopted by the secretary of the Board
of Agriculture, fully carried out, would secure the best distri-
bution of copies assigned to members ; they would generally
reach those interested in the subject-matter, seldom being
duplicated, and they would not remain in forgotten bundles
utterly useless.

A trial for two or three years, of some such rules for the
distribution of documents would demonstrate the number
required, and if it should not lead to a reduction of the number
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would at least secure a fairer and more useful distribution than
is now made of some of the documents.

The regular number of the legislative documents is eight
hundred. For the majority of them this number, with care on
the part of the officers of the legislature, is sufficient. There
are, however, many documents in the course of the session, the
importance of which demands a larger number ; though the
magnitude of a question in the minds of interested parties does
not always imply the necessity of extra copies. If the extra
copies required were ordered with the regular edition of the
document, and before the type is actually or constructively
“ distributed,” the cost would be somewhat diminished. The
legislative printing being under the direction of the committees
on Printing of the two branches, the extra printing depends
very much upon the vigilance of those committees.

In addition to the limited reduction of the cost of printing
proposed above, should it be deemed expedient to reduce the
expense still further, no other mode presents itself except the
use of a cheaper quality of paper. The State Printing of Mas-
sachusetts has long been a credit to the Commonwealth. For
its neatness and excellence, it has been considered a model for
other States and not unfrequently has received commendation
in foreign countries. Not a little of its good appearance is due
to the quality of paper used, which is much superior to that
used in the public documents of most other States of the Union.
But it is worthy of consideration whether, during the con-
tinuance of the high cost of paper, at least, a cheaper quality
may not be used in the portion of the documents printed for
general circixlation, not inferior, however, to that on which the
pamphlet edition of the General Laws is now printed. A con-
siderable saving of expense might thus be effected without any
serious objection. The cost of the four larger documents for
the past year, would in this manner have been reduced more
than $5,000. A limited edition of such documents might bo
printed on superior paper for the supply of public offices and
libraries where complete series are kept, and to meet legitimate
calls from other States and countries. But even the cheaper
edition would compare favorably with most similar documents
issued by other States. The extraordinary documents, such as
the historical and scientific volumes which have from time to

HOUSE—No. 4
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time been printed by the State would not, of course, be affected
by the general rule, nor should it apply to some of the smaller
legislative documents printed for general circulation, such as
the Governor’s Address and the Election Sermon.

The present State printers have executed their work with
promptness and in a manner highly satisfactory to the several
departments, and they have maintained the former excellence
of the public printing, though laboring under the disadvantages'
of a great increase in wages and cost of material since they
concluded the contract. It has been intimated that they have
made extraordinary charges beyond the contract prices and for
work not actually performed, but upon inquiry it does not
appear that anything more has been charged than what is
authorized by the contract and allowed by the usages of the
trade.

In conclusion, the undersigned, though his investigations
have discovered few opportunities for a material reduction of
the cost of the public printing, submits the foregoing sugges-
tions for partial reforms in the belief that when the extraordi-
nary printing caused by the war is completed, the cost may be
made not very greatly in excess of former years, making due
allowance for the gradual increase produced by the growth of
the State and its multiform interests.

WM. A. CRAFTS, Commissioner.


